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I remember one day, my mother told

us to go watch birds and take photographs.
There was a park with a pond, and a couple
of kingfishers lived there for several years. I

was excited because I had always admired
nature photographers. After all, they could

stay in nature and use their cameras to

The Day for the Blue Bird

document animals. It was a sunny day, and
the place was a pond in a park. After setting

up, we took out folding chairs and mosquito
repellent and then waited for the kingfisher.

Many kingfishers make their nests close to
water, and they usually make caves in wet
soil as their home. The place where we stayed

was an artificial pond surrounded by trees
It was the summer of 2017 when I completed

my four-year degree in metal art in college, and my

father, a fan of photography, told me that he just got a

new camera especially for bird photography. My first
time waiting and observing wild birds, and taking
photos of them, we were photographing the kingfisher.

I had seen them in many books and Chinese paintings,

and shrubs, it was a good environment for

kingfishers’ activities. While fishing, a dead
branch right above the water surface is also
required because they need a place to observe
fishes under the water. Before the kingfishers

came out, I had plenty of time to observe the
environment in that area.

but their feathers like blue light still impressed me. I
already knew there was a kind of traditional Chinese

jewelry that used kingfisher feathers as material, but it
was from that day I started to pay attention to it.
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I cannot remember how long we

waited that day; I just felt more and more
interested in these small birds. Because
I didn’t know when, where and how the

bird would come out, this mysterious time
anticipating its appearance was the most
exciting part for me.
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Suddenly the birds came. I saw a blue

body jump between tree branches and finally

come down to the pond. He was on the other
side of the pond, and it was so small that I

could only see it clearly through the lens.
However, the trace of the blue was bright and

impressive in the leaves. The kingfisher is a

kind of bird that I was familiar with but not
familiar with. As they have the meaning of

peace and happiness, we could find them in

many Chinese paintings; however, it was not
easy to see them by ourselves because they are
small and alert.

v

I started to realize that many beautiful

creatures were living together with us in the

city. It was from that day that I started to pay
attention to the kingfisher bird.

After going back home, we started to

organize all the photos from this day. Although

I am an art student now, I had almost no sense

of photography at that time. Our techniques
and the photos were tentative, but the

experience was true, and our love of life was
true.
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翠，青羽雀也。 —— 《説文解字》1
Tsui, the small blue-feathered bird.
—— Shuowen Jiezi (Explaining Graphs and Analyzing Characters)

翠 Tsui: Chinese characters are logograms, which means that people would create those
characters with the image of the origins. From the Han Dynasty (early-2nd-century)
dictionary Shuowen Jiezi, “ 翠 (Tsui)” means a kind of small bird with blue feathers.

There are two parts of this character, the upper part is 羽 , meaning feather; the other

part is 卒 , take the meaning of fast from the character. The complete character 翠 was
used specifically for one kind of bird, the kingfisher. Later, because of the blue color of
the kingfisher birds, 翠 had also become the character that indicated the color blue or
green.

Tian Tsui (Dianzi): A special kind of traditional craft that uses kingfisher feathers and
metal to make adornment, mostly used in jewelry. “Tian” means attaching carefully,
and “Tsui” means kingfishers.

The kingfisher lives up to its name. They are so fast while hunting that when I was
watching for one, I could only see a blue flash passing, and then disappear——

or maybe go back to the branch with a small fish. Their bodies are born for fishing.

Fig. 1.

While looking at the bird, I was thinking about why they have that blue color, it is so
conspicuous on water.
1
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Abstract
Jewelry has a long history of functioning as wearable objects with memories.

A small piece of jewelry on our body can become the bridge between one person and
another.

My work is a memorial for the avifauna. It serves as a place that allows me to

find the balance between myself and nature. The ritualized actions from the making

Chapter 1

process help me mourn for the loss of the kingfishers, who are hunted for the bright

blue feathers used in traditional jewelry. Sometimes, people put a photograph in their
jewelry to keep the memory of the one they love. I use photographs from one day's

experience bird watching in my thesis work. Fragments of the photos become a glimpse
of the kingfisher, record its life, its existence, and become jewelry that links me together
with the bird.

This work is for the kingfisher, but also for all creatures on the Earth. Today,

when traditional beauty conflicts with life and love, how should we rethink something
we have been doing for centuries? My goal is to show my audience the realities of

wildlife’s endangerment that we may not have noticed before and awaken tenderness
toward other species by sharing my experience with the kingfisher.
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The kingfisher feather jewelry uses blue feathers

from kingfishers, but blue is no longer a rare material
like in ancient times, therefore the value of “real

Introduction

kingfisher feathers” has already changed. Nothing

lasts for eternity. None of the traditions, crafts, lives,

or pieces of jewelry can stay forever. Moreover, feather

adornments on metal can not make a beautiful life last
longer.
Humans have been using animal parts in jewelry

for thousands of years. The kingfisher’s feathers have

been used as ornament in China for over 1,000 years,

and mostly they are used in jewelry making. However,
the demand for the feathers causes the kingfisher’s
death.

We share this world with other species, and all

lives are precious. They are so close to us, but we live

in the spaces beside each other. So when I sat under the
tree the day I watched for the kingfisher, the pond was
like a bridge, linking me to the bird. Through the air,
through the water, a blue flash broke into my vision.

I have been interested in nature since I was a

child, and it was one of the most exciting experiences

I press the shutter, freeze this moment, and take this
eternal memory into a piece of jewelry.

when I was sitting by the pond to wait for a kingfisher

for my first bird observation. Those small observations

provide a connection between me and the surrounding
environment; I want to capture those experiences and
the emotions that they elicit. I am always wondering

how much impact humans can have on other species,
the extinction rate today is much higher than the

natural rate. How much attention should we pay to
those creatures? How can we stop the loss that we
caused?
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I started to learn jewelry-making during the

second year of my undergraduate degree, and then I

fell in love with it. A small piece of jewelry can carry

values, emotions, and stories for both the wearer and

The Origin

maker. They can be as quiet as me, and they can also
talk for me. My thesis will become a moment when I

put my prayers for the kingfisher birds together with

my memory, in those small pieces of jewelry. If people
ignorant of the harm caused to kingfisher birds can
I have been living in a big city since I was born,

but I was too shy to communicate with others, so I

understand their importance after seeing my work, I
will be satisfied.

loved animals when I was a little child. I read books

about animals almost all of the time. For people who

live in the city, birds are some of the most familiar wild

animals. For a long time, if I was not looking at insects,
then

I was looking at the birds. Birds are fantastic,

they see much more than we can see, and they have
been living on Earth much longer than us.

I wonder how humans justify the harm they

commit to wildlife. The illegal animal trade still

happens all over this world, and many wild lives are
sacrificed for humans’ desire of beauty or luxury. Is

there anything I can do to save those animals? I am

looking for a way that I could contribute to the plight
of wild animals as a jeweler.
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The image on the Body

“From the beginning, photography was prized for the verisimilitude it

affords. The notion of a photograph as a dispassionate representation of reality

was soon brought into question, however, by artists and writers who recognized

that photographs do not represent a singular reality but are inherently shaped by
the subjectivity, intentional or not, of the photographer. Today it is accepted that

photographs are not mere facsimiles of the original subject captured through the

lens of the camera, but are also shaped through the lense of memory, experience,
and consciousness.”

—Ursula Ilse-Neuman, Multiple Exposures: Jewelry and Photography

People have realized that photography is more than just a record of reality, the

emotional value from the image becomes an important reason why photography plays
a role in many fields, for instance, in the jewelry field.

Fig. 2.
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the problem that kingfishers are facing, but it also
reminds me that there are kingfisher birds I have

known, I have memories with them, and the photos
For me, I am making jewelry to evoke the

are the evidence of our connection. All the kingfisher

audience’s awareness and empathy about the kingfisher

photos I use are from the first day I went to the park

and the kingfisher. Although the kingfisher, especially

photos, it reminds me of that day, the smell of the pond,

easily seen as the sparrow or the crow. This may occur

how I was talking with my parents. They are all directly

birds, and photos are sites of connection between me

with my parents. Whenever I am working with those

the common kingfisher, is not rare in China, it is not as

the voice of the cicadae, the heat of the sunlight, and

because of its living habits and high speed.

related to me.

I have heard many stories and seen many

Although I cannot use this experience to

paintings of the kingfisher, but it is different to see

transmit my memories to others through my jewelry

kingfisher, the bird itself is not the most exciting part —

beauty of the bird from those photos.

it in person. In my experience of photographing the

works, I want the audience to understand the life and

waiting for it is. I did not know when it would come,

how it would appear. I just waited for the beautiful bird
with my parents. The couple of kingfishers we saw had
been living in the park for several years. Of course, it

was exciting to see them the first time, but later, it was
exciting because it felt like I met an old friend again.

From that moment I have made gifts, using the camera.
By using photos in my jewelry, I am replacing

“the kingfisher” with something else, so that I can use
the kingfishers’ “body” without hurting them. Today,

more and more people believe that it is important to
replace kingfishers’ feathers in the crafts instead of

killing the real birds. We all need to pay attention to
11
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Today, many contemporary jewelers

use photographs in unconventional ways.
One example is Tree (see Fig.3), a brooch
from jewelry artist Ruudt Peters’s series,

Corpus, which is made of aluminum and

photocopy. Peters uses a black and white a

image of Jesus that he found on the internet

Chapter 2

and prints out on aluminum, but with 10

arms. In this brooch, Peters uses the picture
of Jesus as a material, also as a symbol of

Christianity to talk about love, tenderness
and humanity.

Most of the works from the Corpus

series are three dimensional, and do not

use images to represent Jesus’s body, but

this brooch is different. It is an interesting

Fig. 3.

example of making a photo or image become
the “physical body” without an outline or

frame, but still keeping the flatness of the
material.
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Tian Tsui Jewelry in China
Tian Tsui jewelry is a special kind of jewelry

Mourning
People may feel the same kind of sadness when an important one departs, but

that uses Tian Tsui crafts. The process of making

there are different ways to mourn for them in different cultures. In China, besides

kingfisher feather. The beginning steps are similar to

them. Those objects are usually what the departed used to be familiar with in their

Tian Tsui requires time and a special material——

enameling in that the maker needs to make a metal
base, then cut the blue feathers into small pieces,

and use glue to attach those feathers on the metal

carefully. The main points of the finished work are

surface quality and the color of the feathers, but no

wearing jewelry for the dead, people would also bury beautiful objects together with
daily life; wealthy people usually prepare as much as they can, sometimes making

small sculptures that represent buildings or environments they once lived in. And every
year, the family members would go to mourn on essential days, which feels like that
person’s soul is still living in another world.

longer the impression of birds.

Fig. 5.
Fig. 4.
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Ever since jewelry has existed in human history,

Both the photograph and the hair show the

it has been a tradition to put precious objects into it. It

intention of “keeping someone close forever,” and, in

important to the wearer. Moreover, when people are

of jewelry. Jewelry creates an intimate space between

does not have to be expensive materials; it can also be
wearing mourning jewelry with another one’s parts or

portrait, the jewelry becomes magical in that it creates
a place, across the time and space in between them.

In Western culture, there is a unique way for

mourning with deep connection with jewelry, which

my opinion, this is also one of the most special powers
itself and our body. It invites us to look at, smell, touch,
and use all the sensory organs to feel it. From this

perspective, the photograph that is used in the jewelry

is no longer a document, it has become something more
than a reflection of the person in the photo.

is mourning jewelry. As a form of saving memories,
the use of photographs in jewelry became popular

soon after photography was invented. “By the 1840s,
photo jewelry was an enormously popular means of

documenting and preserving memories of people and
places and of authenticating historical events.”2 The

most popular method was to insert in the jewelry an
image of a loved one who had already passed away.
Sometimes the photographs also came with hair

ornament—in the Victorian Era, people used someone’s
hair to make flowers or braids as an ornament, as a
part of jewelry.

Fig. 6.
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It is ironic when people are making something

that “looks real” by killing other animals; thus, I want
to mimic the process of changing life into a different

status——but using photos instead of real birds. Rather
than let my viewers see beautiful images, I make “dead

birds” intentionally so they can feel the loss and sadness
that is caused by humans. Also, jewelry has unique

intimacy with the wearer, and brooches are even closer

Silence

than the others. When people are wearing brooches,
the pin passes through the cloth——the surface of

our body. When wearing these brooches, it is also like

wearing a portrait or a sign on the body. I hope people
Inspired by different forms of mourning jewelry,

in this series Silence, I used Photoshop to reconstruct

can feel the responsibility to show this issue to others
while wearing them.

those kingfisher images from that day I photographed
them.

In traditional Chinese jewelry, elements from

nature are trendy; therefore, we can also see a lot

of animals and plants in Tian Tsui jewelry. However,

many people did not realize that those beautiful nature
images hurt real life. I cut different photos into pieces
and reconstructed them by connecting one body part
on another one; then, I made a “new bird” out of the
photos——from the same one kingfisher. The whole-

fragment-whole transformation process indicates the
harm to the birds even if their feather parts create

beautiful images. I draw attention to this harm through
fragmented photographs.
19
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Today, one of the biggest reasons

for some people who are still killing birds
to make Tian Tsui jewelry is carrying

Longevity Lock

forward traditional culture. So, I want to

use something else that is also from Chinese

culture——something with a positive power
for us, against the destructive dark part

of Tian Tsui jewelry. And then, I turned to
The longevity lock is a form of

traditional jewelry in China. Young children
usually receive a longevity lock from the

elders, and will wear it until they become

find the longevity lock. There is no fault

with the craft or the culture, but we need to
understand what traditional culture is right
for this contemporary society.

adults. The shape of longevity locks come

from traditional Chinese locks, but with more
auspicious patterns and words on it, meaning
of locking the happiness and good fortune
with this child.

Fig. 7.
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I found an old Brass Chinese longevity lock online by accident, this lock comes

from the 1930s, it is a half brass longevity lock, with flowers and a bird carved image

on the surface. I cut out six small lock-shape pieces from it——this lock is originally for
human size, and made them become the right size for my fake bird. In this way, I want
to show the possibility of using the positive power from our traditional culture, and
protect the kingfishers.
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Silence

2019
UV printed acrylic, sterling silver, brass, steel
Brooch
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Chapter 3
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The way we see other creatures

For me, it was really helpful to read The Spell of the

Sensuous by David Abram. It provided me with knowledge

of how we can understand the external world through our

senses. One paragraph that impressed me a lot talks about
why people exploit other species or even other people:

Curiously, such arguments for human specialness have
regularly been utilized by human groups to justify the
exploitation not just of other organisms, but of other

humans as well (other nations, other races, or simply
the other sex); armed with such arguments, one had
only to demonstrate that these others were not fully

In this paragraph, Abram talks about the fact

human, or were ‘closer to the animals,’ to establish

that humans create a hierarchy to differentiate us from

example, women are deficient in the rational soul,

“Since humans alone are a mixture of extended matter and

that of the superior to the inferior ---- of the ruling to

mechanical sensations. Meanwhile, all other organisms,

draw their force from the prior hierarchicalization of

more than automatons, incapable of actual experience,

that locates ‘humans,’ by virtue of our incorporeal

thinking, I understand why exploitation occurs between

one’s right of dominion. According to Aristotle, for

the others that we think are less intelligent. He explains,

and hence ‘the relation of male to female is naturally

thinking mind, we alone can feel and experience our body’s

the ruled.’ Such justifications for social exploitation

consisting solely of extended matter, are in truth nothing

the natural landscape, from that hierarchical ordering

unable to feel pleasure or suffer pain.”4 Due to this

intellect, above and apart from all other, ‘merely

humans and other animals or even between us humans.

corporeal,’ entities.3
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My thesis work focuses on the bird,the

kingfisher, as it relates to how people utilize other

animals as material. I am opposed to killing animals

for unnecessary use, and I am interested in why people
are doing this today. The reason I am looking for is

not for obvious facts like preciousness or luxury but
also something behind our culture and ideologies.

According to Abram, it is when people see the world

only with their “knowledge”, but no mercy and sensory
awareness, these hierarchies appear.

33
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Jewelry and desire
The value of material has been a big part of the

value of jewelry for a long time. In ancient times, it was
very challenging to make something blue by humans.

Humans made pigments from red and yellow ochre and
charcoal at least 100,000 years ago, but they did not
have blue. Ancient Egyptians mixed sand, plant ash,

and copper to create Egyptian blue, the first synthetic
pigment, about 5000 years ago. In the 19th century,

chemists raced to create a synthetic ultramarine, and

BASF5 spent an unprecedented 18 million gold marks,
more than the company was worth at the time, to

synthesize indigo, a deep blue dye from plants. The

reason why blue pigments are so rare results from the

The blue color of feathers and some insects are the

effect of the microstructure instead of pigment. Therefore,
the kingfisher feathers with shiny blue can be an excellent

material to make blue ornament. Also, the feather's blue is
considered to be long-lasting and enduring on jewelry.

From this perspective, in my opinion, there are no “real

blue birds”. Those who use the kingfisher feather as a blue
material are actually just catching an illusion made by

our eyes. The “blue color” they are seeking is merely an

optical fantasy. Now, with the development of technology,

there are so many artificial blue materials that we can use

as replacements, the meaning and the value of kingfishers’
feather has already changed. So, what are people looking
for? Are they just seeking nothingness?

fact that most blues in nature don't come from pigments
that humans can co-opt.

6

Additionally, because of the fragility of feathers

and the aging of glue, these objects are impermanent.

Most of the high-quality Tian Tsui we can see in museums
come from Ming and Tsing Dynasty, while the use of

kingfisher feathers in adornment has existed for more

than one thousand years. Although archaeologists find

there are documents and portraits which can prove the

use of kingfisher feathers on jewelry in the Song Dynasty,
we have not found any real Tian Tsui objects from that
era.

Fig. 8.
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Today, when the makers start to talk about
Tian Tsui jewelry again, the value of real feathers
has already changed. People's desire shifted from
the blue material and the characteristic of the
material itself, to the history that they are carrying,
and the value of wild animals.

37
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Traditional Hawaiian culture used feathers

from five kinds of birds to make cloaks. In New Guinea,
feathers from birds of paradise are still used for body
adornment. The light, colorful and natural materials
sourced from birds attract humans from all around

the world. From the North Song Dynasty book Taiping
Yulan there was a metaphor “the Tsui (kingfisher)

The Witness

meets with calamity for their feathers; The shells break
for their pearls”. It clearly shows us the fact that from
very ancient times the “value” of a kingfisher was the

feather. However, just from the feathers, it is difficult to

comprehend how many birds are affected or even killed
One reason people claim the kingfisher

for ornament.

population is not impacted by the jewelry industry, is

that many kingfishers are not endangered species. Tian
Tsui craft has been created in China for almost 2,000

years, and kingfishers still live in our world, so why do

we have to protect them from being used for kingfisher
feather jewelry?

Also, in other places of the world, bird feathers

are the most popular material we can see when humans
are using birds as adornment. War bonnets made

by indigenous peoples of America are made of eagle

feathers, because they consider the eagles as the most

powerful birds in the world, and only people with high
social position are able to wear those bonnets.

Fig.9.
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It is our nature to seek something precious and

beautiful, but when there are lives lost, should we show
our respect for them? Humans take beautiful parts of

birds, and the remaining parts will be considered to have
no value. In my opinion, all lives should be respected,

there is no part of the whole that is not valuable. So, in

my second series, I chose to use birds' feet as my reference
material.

Compared with feathers or heads, birds' feet can

be an inconspicuous part of the body, but actually, feet
are one of the most important organs for animals. For

humans, feet help to carry our bodies to a different place,
they help us to stand on the earth. However, bird feet

are a little different. Besides being used for standing on
the ground, birds' feet sometimes can also help them to

hold things like branches, rocks or even food, functioning
like our hands. Feet are such important organs for birds,
however, people ignore them, and even abandon them

after taking away the beautiful feathers. Noticing those

inconspicuous parts ---- this is the reason why I chose to
use birds' feet. There will be organs that we may think

don’t look pretty, but they are still an indispensable part of

Fig.10.

the body. It is unfair to consider birds just as “the source

of beautiful feathers”, we, humans, need to see them as a

complete life, and then understand that they are an equal
creature with us, sharing this earth.
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Wreaths are considered to originate from

ancient Europe. At first, they are used as head
adornment in ceremonial occasions, and they

are usually made with flowers, leaves or Laurus
Nobilis branches. Today, in many countries,
wreaths made by fresh flowers are used in

funerals. And I made them become pendant so
that the wearer can hold the piece carefully in
their hands and feel it.

43
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The Witness

2019
Aluminum, ribbon
Pendant
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Tying

It is necessary to refer back to the original

resources. However, I don’t consider it as a formal

foothold; it is a way to dissect the subject——a careful,
sensory working process with the truth of violence and
hunting, and then creating my pieces with a different
emotion with it. Then, tying becomes the primary

method to make my jewelry, which I use soft cords to
connect small pieces together. In Tian Tsui’s making

process, those fragments of feathers are attached on the
base carefully, little by little. I feel this action attracts

me to think more about the emotion of working with

animal parts, creation, and killing . Therefore, I decided
to add this soft moment into my working process after
those violent actions, like cutting and bending.

I create my kingfisher’s body fragments and

carefully tie them together. I put the sadness of loss and
mourning into this long term, and repeated process.

The corpse fragments set in the bundle, I make them
become wreaths and bouquets.
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In this group of pieces, I want to provide

the wearer more direct experience with the

subject by wearing this jewelry. Their structure

is transformed from a hair pin.. When a hairpin
is worn on the head, the hair and hairpin are

physically holding each other. Instead of using the
hair to wrap the pin, I relocate it on the neck——
one of the most important places for the human
body, then use this piece to wrap on the neck.

Also, the pin no longer goes through the hair, but
goes through the bundle of “bird body”. By the

action of wearing these pieces, we experience the
violence by our hands, and finally hold the small
bodies in our palm.
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A Kingfisher Hairpin

2020
Aluminum, printed plastic, silk thread
Hair piece
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A Kingfisher Hairpin - 02

2020
Printed felt, silk thread, brass
Neck piece
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A Kingfisher Hairpin - 03

2020
Printed plastic disc, silk thread, brass
Neck piece
65
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Conclusion
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Souvenir for the Future
My work originates from some images. After I came to a new place, I started

to feel the slight sentiments that I had not realized before. During my work process, I

traced back to the same day, the same bird, the same group of images again and again.
I feel like emotionally I become closer and closer to that common kingfisher, while

some memories gradually become blurred. Even when some of my works do not use it
obviously, all my works from this series took something from that day’s photographs. I

am making a link—a link about sensory experience between that creature and me, and
here the lines become more and more, longer and longer. With this connection, what
I am making is not only my wishes to another species, but also a souvenir for an old
friend that I know.

Individuals’ life and culture, neither of them can ever last permanently, but the

speed of lives’ loss is too fast today. There are still animals and plants disappeared in

silence somewhere in the world. Sometimes, the lost about other species’ pain comes
from the lack of experience—the experience of being in that environment and sense,
and I am sharing my experience by making them jewelry to the audience. Including
cutting, wrapping, tying, these actions between the body and my jewelry convey

my experience to the others, they can feel the broken life in their hands. With these

experiences, I want to see us with more tenderness to the lives around us, and escape
from hierarchies between species.
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Their feathers do not protect them well from the cold, rain or snow. I am

afraid that they'll get sick, I take a lot of precautions.

——Annette Messager, Annette Messager:Word for Word
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